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Abstract—This paper presents an approach for the formation control of autonomous vehicles traversing along a multi-lane road with obstacles and traffic. A major challenge in this problem is a requirement for integrating individual vehicle behaviors such as lane-keeping and collision avoidance with a global formation maintenance behavior. We propose a hierarchical Model Predictive Control (MPC) approach. The desired formation is modeled as a virtual structure evolving curvilinearly along a centerline, and vehicle configurations are expressed as curvilinear relative longitudinal and lateral offsets from the virtual center. At high-level, the trajectory generation of the virtual center is achieved through an MPC framework, which allows various on-road driving constraints to be considered in the optimization. At low-level, a local MPC controller computes the vehicle inputs in order to track the desired trajectory, taking into account more personalized driving constraints. High-fidelity simulations show that the proposed approach drives vehicles to the desired formation while retaining some freedom for individual vehicle behaviors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cooperative strategies for groups of autonomous vehicles start to attract attention from both automotive industry and research institutions, due to their potential in improving traffic efficiency and reducing road accidents. Previous projects (PATH [1], CHAUFFER I & II [2] and SARTRE [3]) have extensively studied a special form of cooperative driving: platoon, in which a group of vehicles forms a linear formation. It is shown that platooning vehicles brings a 15% to 30% fuel consumption reduction and a 3 to 5 times increase of road throughput [4].

This work extends the notion of platoon into a broader concept: convoy, defined as multiple cooperative vehicles spreading over multiple lanes maintaining a pre-designed formation. As an extension of platoon, convoy keeps the benefits of platoon. Moreover, it may find applications in lane-change assistances or the protection of VIP vehicles.

In the robotic and control community, generic formation control problem for multiple robots has been an active research area for decades. Roughly speaking, there are three approaches to tackle this problem, namely leader-following, virtual structure and behavioral approaches. In leader-following approach [5], [6], a leader is selected to track a reference trajectory, while other robots maintain relative orientations/distances from the leader. The virtual structure approach [7], [8] considers the formation as a rigid structure. Robots are regarded as nodes in the structure in which the trajectory of the structure is first calculated and then transformed to the reference trajectories of individual robots. In behavioral approach [9], robots are prescribed with several behaviors, notably goal seeking, local formation keeping, collision avoidance, etc.. The control of each individual robot is a weighted average of the control for each behavior. The global group behavior emerges from the behaviors of individual vehicles.

The literature in robot formation control lays a solid foundation for the convoy control problem of multiple autonomous vehicles. However, unique challenges exist for our problem. Firstly, vehicles are constrained to move in a highly structured environment (multi-lane road with lane markings). Thus the formation must adapt to the road shape and vehicles must avoid departing from their lanes. Secondly, each individual vehicle as well as the entire convoy must respect traffic rules and interact with other traffic participants accordingly. Thirdly, each vehicle must have a complete controller for autonomous driving, ruling out completely centralized approaches. This requirement ensures that a vehicle can still autonomously drive even if it loses communication with the convoy.

There exists some previous work that tackles the convoy control problem of autonomous vehicles on the road. Kato et al. [10] consider a specific convoy problem with 5 vehicles spreading over two lanes using a leader-following approach. In [4], a distributed graph-based convoy control algorithm is proposed. Each vehicle memorizes and tracks its neighborhood. The local control input is calculated using the Laplacian graph method. The advantage of this method is that it is fully decentralized. However, the formation is limited to a rectangle shape and the vehicle controller is in its simplest form.

This paper proposes and validates a novel on-road convoy control algorithm. We adopt a hierarchical approach to separate the convoy control problem into a high-level virtual structure control problem and a low-level vehicle control problem. At high-level, we consider the convoy formation as a rigid virtual structure. We assume that the virtual structure is uni-dimensionally evolving along a reference path, taking into account speed limits, road curvatures and other traffic participants. A MPC controller is adopted to generate the reference trajectory for the virtual structure. This trajectory is then transformed into the reference trajectories of individual vehicles considering longitudinal and lateral offsets of vehi-
At low-level, we propose a complete non-linear MPC controller for autonomous driving of individual vehicles. Behaviors such as lane-keeping and collision avoidance can be readily integrated into the MPC. The cost function of the MPC is designed to penalize the deviation from a formation keeping reference trajectory.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we present the modeling of the convoy control problem. Section III and Section IV present the formulations of the trajectory planning and the trajectory tracking problems, respectively. Section V validates our approach through simulations and Section VI closes the paper with conclusion.

II. MODELING

Next we introduce the modeling of the convoy control problem. In particular, Section II-A uses a kinematic bicycle model in the Frenet frame to describe the vehicle dynamics. Section II-B presents the modeling of multi-lane road as a set of parallel curves. Section II-C describes the virtual-structure-based convoy design. Section II-D classifies on-road objects and describes the handling strategies.

A. Vehicle Model

The car model is developed based on the kinematic bicycle model [11], which strikes a good balance between completeness and complexity. As we focus on on-road autonomous driving, in which vehicle motion is highly constrained by the road geometry, we re-express the kinematic bicycle model in the Frenet frame with respect to the centerline of the lane (Fig.1). This Frenet frame approach is also discussed and applied to different vehicle dynamics models in [12], [13].

The model is given as:

\[ \dot{s} = v \cos(e_{\psi}) \left( \frac{1}{1 - r \kappa(s)} \right), \]

\[ \dot{r} = v \sin(e_{\psi}), \]

\[ \dot{e}_{\psi} = \dot{\beta} + \frac{v}{l_r} \sin(\beta) - v \cos(e_{\psi}) \left( \frac{\kappa(s)}{1 - r \kappa(s)} \right), \]

\[ \dot{\theta} = a, \]

\[ \dot{\delta} = \omega, \]

where \( \beta = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{l_r}{l_r + r} \tan(\delta) \right) \), and \( s \) and \( r \) are the coordinates of the Center of Mass (CoM) in the road-following Frenet frame. \( s \) represents the curvilinear coordinate of the vehicle along the centerline and \( r \) is the lateral offset. \( e_{\psi} \) is the heading alignment error of the vehicle with regard to the CoM centerline and \( v \) is the vehicle speed. \( l_r \) and \( l_f \) represent the distances from the CoM to the rear and the front axles. \( \beta \) is the difference between the angle of the CoM and the heading. \( \kappa(s) \) is the curvature of the centerline expressed as a function of \( s \). \( \delta \) is the steering angle. \( a \) and \( \omega \) are two control inputs: acceleration and angular velocity.

B. Road Model

We give a formal description of multi-lane road. A road with \( L \) lanes is modelled as a collection of parallel curves \( \Gamma_j \in \mathbb{R}^2 \). We express the curve \( \Gamma_j \) in parametric form as a function of its curvilinear coordinate \( s_j \) in a 2D Cartesian plane: \( \Gamma_j(s_j) \in \mathbb{R}^2 \). Two curves \( \Gamma_{j+1} \) and \( \Gamma_j \) are said to be parallel as they satisfy

\[ \Gamma_{j+1}(s_j) = \Gamma_j(s_j) + h\hat{n}(s_j), \]

where \( h \) is the signed distance of two curves and \( \hat{n}(s_j) \) is a unitary vector orthogonal to \( \Gamma_j(s_j) \) such that the determinant of two vectors are positive: \( \det(\Gamma_j(s_j), \hat{n}(s_j)) > 0 \).

In what follows, we mention two properties of our road model, which will be useful in the rest of the paper.

1) Curvature: The curvature of the curve \( \Gamma_j \) at coordinate \( s_j \) reads \( \kappa_j(s_j) = \dot{x}(s_j)\dot{y}(s_j) - \dot{y}(s_j)\dot{x}(s_j) \). The curvature of the parallel curve \( \Gamma_{j+1} \) parametrized by coordinate \( s_j \) of curve \( \Gamma_j \) reads

\[ \kappa_{j+1}(s_j) = \frac{\kappa_j(s_j)}{1 - h\kappa_j(s_j)}. \]

Note that a singularity exists for Eq. (3) when \( 1 - h\kappa_j(s_j) = 0 \). We assume that \( h\kappa_j(s_j) < 1 \), conforming to the normal road geometry.

2) Change of reference frame: In a multi-lane road setting, the curvilinear coordinate \( s_j \) of a vehicle with regard to curve \( \Gamma_j \) differs from its curvilinear coordinate \( s_{j+1} \) with regard to curve \( \Gamma_{j+1} \). The two coordinates satisfies the following relation:

\[ s_{j+1} = \int_0^{s_j} [1 - h\kappa_j(\varepsilon_j)]d\varepsilon_j \]
We propose to classify on-road objects into two categories: requirement demands a proper modeling of on-road objects. With other traffic participants and obstacles accordingly. This

D. Object Model

Vehicle convoys must respect traffic rules and interact with other traffic participants and obstacles accordingly. This requirement demands a proper modeling of on-road objects. We propose to classify on-road objects into two categories:

- Lane-Blocking Obstacles (LBOs). Static or dynamic obstacles that block one or more lanes. An example is given in Fig. 3 where the left lane is blocked by vehicle A.
- Non-Blocking Obstacles (NBOs). Static or dynamic obstacles that only block a small part of a lane. They can be dealt with by swerve maneuvers of member vehicles. The object B in Fig. 3 illustrates an avoidable obstacle on the border of the road.

LBOs and NBOs need to be handled differently. A vehicle convoy cannot overtake LBOs unless it changes its formation. Thus LBOs must be handled in convoy trajectory planning level. An adequate convoy speed should be planned to keep safe distances from LBOs. On the other hand, NBOs should be ignored at high level and left for individual vehicles to handle, as local swerve maneuvers are sufficient.

Remark that LBOs may become NBOs and vice versa depending on the trajectory of obstacles and the changes of convoy formation. These problems are not considered in this paper.

III. MPC Based Trajectory Generation for the Virtual Center

Next we present how the trajectory of the virtual center can be generated using MPC. Let \( \xi_c = [s_c, v_c] \in \Xi_c \) be the state of the virtual center and \( u_c \in U_c \) be the input. We assume that at a sampling time \( t = t_0 \) a desired trajectory for the interval \( t \in [t_0, t_0 + T_c] \) should be provided. Consider the following cost function:

\[
J_c(\xi_c, u_c) = \int_{t_0}^{t_0 + T_c} (w_1(v_c(t) - v_{c,\text{desire}})^2 + w_2a_c^2(t))dt, \tag{6}
\]

where the first term penalizes the deviation of convoy speed from the desired speed \( v_{c,\text{desire}} \) and the second term penalizes the control effort. These two terms are weighted through the tuning parameters \( w_1 \) and \( w_2 \).

At each sampling time \( t = t_0 \), we solve the following constrained optimization problem:

\[
\min_{u_c} J_c(\xi_c, u_c),
\]

subject to \( \forall t \in [t_0, t_0 + T_c] \),

\[
\begin{align*}
\xi_c(t) &= f_c(\xi_c(t), u_c(t)), \tag{7a} \\
\xi_c(t) &\in \Xi_c, u_c(t) \in U_c, \tag{7b} \\
|v_c^2(t)\kappa_c(s_c(t))| &\leq a_{c,\text{lat}}, \tag{7c} \\
f_c(\xi_c(t), \xi_{o,c}(t)) &\leq 0, \forall o, \tag{7d}
\end{align*}
\]
Eq. (7a) is the compactly written form of the virtual center model (5). (7b) enforces bound constraints on state and input, such as speed limit and acceleration bounds. The lateral acceleration of convoy is limited through (7c). Constraint (7d) is used to avoid collision with LBOs where $\xi_{o,e}$ is the state of a LBO $o$ in $\Gamma_c$ frame. A possible design of this constraint can be:

$$ s_{o,c}(t) + v_{o,c}(t)T_{desirc} + \epsilon \leq s_{o,e}(t) $$

where $s_{o,c}(t)$ is the estimated longitudinal trajectory of LBO $o$ in $\Gamma_c$ frame, $T_{desirc}$ is the desired constant time gap and $\epsilon$ is the minimal standstill distance. This constraint forces the virtual center to keep a constant time gap from the LBO.

Solving the optimization problem results in an optimal trajectory $\xi^*_i(t)$ for the horizon $[t_0, t_0 + T_c]$. This trajectory can then be transformed to reference trajectories to be tracked by member vehicles. Problem (7) is solved repeatedly at a sampling rate of $1/\Delta T_c$, incorporating new measurements of the environment.

IV. MPC BASED TRAJECTORY TRACKING CONTROL FOR VEHICLES

In this section, we consider the tracking control design for an arbitrary member vehicle $i$ of the convoy. As the tracking control problem is always considered in the reference frame $\Gamma_{r,i}$, for the sake of simplicity, we drop out the subscript $r_i$ so that $s_i$ becomes $s_{i,r}$ and apply similar rules to other state variables. We denote the vehicle state $\xi_i = [s_i, c_{i,r}, \beta_i(t), \dot{\beta}_i(t)] \in \Xi_i$ and the input $u_i = [a_i, \omega_i] \in U_i$.

Consider the following cost function in least-square form:

$$ J_i(\xi_i, u_i) = \int_0^{T_i} \left( ||\xi_i(t) - \xi_i,ref(t)||_Q^2 + ||u_i(t) - u_i,ref(t)||_R^2 \right) dt $$

where $T_i$ is the prediction horizon. $\xi_i,ref(t) = [s_i, ref(t), 0, 0, 0, 0]$ is the formation keeping reference trajectory from the high level MPC and $u_i,ref(t)$ is the reference input usually set to 0. $Q = diag(q_1, \ldots, q_5)$ and $R = diag(r_1, r_2)$ are two positive diagonal weighting matrices. It is shown in [14] that the stability of MPC can be guaranteed by properly choosing a final state constraint and a final cost. However, in our problem it is difficult to fix a final state or a final state set due to the existence of obstacles. An empirical trial-and-error approach is used to find a long-enough horizon $T_i$ that is stabilizing.

At each sampling time $t = t_0$, we solve the following constrained optimization problem:

$$ \min_{u_i} J_i(\xi_i, u_i), $$

subj. to $\forall t \in [t_0, t_0 + T_i]$,  

$$ f_i(\xi_i(t), u_i(t)), $$

$$ \xi_i(t) \in \Xi_i, u_i(t) \in U_i, $$

$$ v_i(t) \left( \beta_i(t) + \frac{v_i(t)}{l_e} \sin(\beta_i(t)) \right) \in [-\bar{a}_{i,lat}, \bar{a}_{i,lat}], $$

$$ f_i(\xi_i(t), \xi_o(t)) \leq 0, \forall o. $$

Eq. (10a) is the compactly written form of vehicle model (1). (10b) enforces bound constraints on state and input, such as speed limit, maximal lateral offset, maximal steering angle, acceleration bounds, etc. (10c) bounds the lateral acceleration of the vehicle. Constraint (10d) ensures collision avoidance with NBOs where $\xi_o = [s_o, r_o]$ is the state of a NBO $o$ in the $\Gamma_{r,i}$ frame. Here we provide some details on the constraint design for NBOs. Consider an obstacle described as a polygon in Fig 4. If directly integrated into the optimization problem, the resulting constraint is not differentiable and it creates two homotopy classes of feasible trajectories. We choose to assign the obstacle to its nearest region to a triangle and use a parabolic constraint in the form of $r \geq as^2 + bs + c$ to approximate the obstacle region. The unknown coefficients $a, b, c$ can be calculated by solving the following linear system.

$$ \begin{bmatrix} s_0^2 & s_0 & 1 \\ s_1^2 & s_1 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} a \\ b \\ c \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} r_0 \\ r_1 \end{bmatrix}. $$

The solution of optimization problem (10) is the optimal control input $u^*_i(t), t \in [t_0, t_0 + T_i]$ as well as the associated optimal trajectory $\xi^*_i$. Let $\Delta T_i$ be the replanning interval. Then only the fraction $[t_0, t_0 + \Delta T_i]$ of $u^*_i(t)$ will be fed into the vehicle low-level controller and the problem is solved again at $t = t_0 + \Delta T_i$.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Experiments are carried out using the high-fidelity robotic simulator Webots [16]. Webots provides a realistic vehicle model with steering dynamic response and friction of tires. The proposed convoy algorithm is implemented in Webots using C++ language and optimization problems are solved using ACADO toolkit [17]. The integrated simulation runs on an Ubuntu machine with Intel Core i7 CPU clocked at 3.40GHz and 32GB RAM.

In our experiments, we consider a diamond formation as in Fig. 2. The trajectory generation module is implemented in the foremost vehicle (V1). Note that it can also be implemented in other vehicles or even in a remote server. Vehicles are mounted with localization system and communication devices. Vehicle localization has a 0.2m precision and communication devices are assumed to be
delay-free for this experiment (delays will be considered in the future research). The trajectory of the virtual center is disseminated to all vehicles through communication. The trajectory tracking module is implemented in each vehicle. Here we only consider homogeneous convoys, in which all vehicles have the same characteristics. Convoy parameters are given as: $0 \leq v_c \leq 15\text{ m/s}$, $v_{c,\text{desire}} = 12\text{ m/s}$, $|a_c| \leq 1.5\text{ m/s}^2$ and $a_{c,\text{lat}} = 1\text{ m/s}^2$. The parameters used for trajectory generation of the virtual center is $w_1 = 1$, $w_2 = 4$, $T_c = 10\text{ s}$ and $\Delta T_c = 0.256\text{ s}$. Vehicle parameters are given as: $0 \leq v_i \leq 20\text{ m/s}$, $|a_i| \leq 2.5\text{ m/s}^2$, $|\dot{a}_{i,\text{lat}}| = 2.5\text{ m/s}^2$, $|\delta| \leq 0.64\text{ rad}$, $|\omega| \leq 0.05\text{ rad/s}$, $l_r = 1.30\text{ m}$ and $l_f = 1.70\text{ m}$. The parameters used for trajectory tracking are $Q = \text{diag}(15, 8, 1000, 0, 20)$, $R = \text{diag}(1, 600)$, $T_i = 5\text{ s}$ and $\Delta T_i = 0.128\text{ s}$.

We consider three sets of experiments, respectively:

- convoy control while driving in a road with straight and curvy segments,
- convoy control while driving in a road with a speed-varying LBO in front,
- convoy control while driving in a road with multiple NBOs.

In the first experiment, we aim to demonstrate the formation keeping capability of our approach under localization noise. Vehicle convoy starts from zero speed and non-zero errors in formation. Fig. 5a presents the trajectories of convoy vehicles. Fig. 5b provides the evolution of formation errors defined as the difference between the actual vehicle position and the desired position. We observe that at the beginning, vehicles quickly converge to the desired formation. The formation errors of all vehicles decrease to the level of localization uncertainty in less than 5 s. Formation errors increase slightly (while still less than 1 m) when convoy enters and exits the curvy segment. Fig. 5c shows the evolution of speed of the virtual center and individual vehicles. We remark two points: 1) convoy speed is adjusted in the curvy segment to reduce lateral acceleration. 2) Individual vehicle speeds track closely the convoy speed except in the curvy segment, where the vehicle in the inner lane has a smaller speed while the vehicle in the outer lane has a higher speed.

The second experiment aims to verify if the convoy can safely handle speed-varying LBOs. The desired time space is selected as 2 s. Fig. 7 presents the speed curves of the convoy and the LBO in the front and the distance between the virtual center and the LBO. The LBO first decelerates and then accelerates to recover its original speed. We observe that the convoy adapts its speed accordingly. We also observe that a safe distance is always kept.

The third experiment demonstrates the capability of our approach to avoid on-road NBOs. Three NBOs are distributed over two lanes. Vehicle convoy traverses the road segment at a constant speed of 12 m/s. Trajectories are illustrated in Fig. 8, we observe that the vehicles successfully avoid NBOs while maintaining the formation.

The average computation time for the trajectory generation of the virtual center is 0.033 s, and the standard deviation is 0.014 s. For the computation time of trajectory tracking, the average is 0.071 s, and the standard deviation is 0.020 s.

Videos of the three experiments are available on-line and can also be found in the supplementary material of the submission.

VI. Conclusion

We have presented a hierarchical MPC scheme for on-road convoy control of autonomous vehicles. The high level MPC generates the reference trajectory of the convoy, considering various constraints. The reference trajectory is then communicated to member vehicles with different formation offsets. At low level, a local MPC tracking controller is used to drive each vehicle towards its desired trajectory. Experiments have demonstrated the effectiveness of the approach in handling realistic on-road conditions such as curvy segments, other

\[^1\text{https://youtu.be/70wMhrYuCTo}\]
demonstrate our scheme in real vehicles under the framework in merging scenario. Moreover, we plan to implement and presentation of the components of MPC based on the modeling of convoy and the surrounding environment traffic participants and obstacles. The current paper focuses on the modeling of convoy and the surrounding environment and the presentation of the components of MPC based scheme. In the future, we will consider more advanced issues such as the incorporation of uncertainties from communication and perception and the dynamic formation modification in merging scenario. Moreover, we plan to implement and demonstrate our scheme in real vehicles under the framework of the European project AutoNET2030 [18].
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